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Introduction
NOTE: This reference guide is for use only with nth Solutions’ telemetry LeakAlertors equipped with
data ports and that are cable-connected to LeakAlertor Data Display Units. Those facilitating testing
should be familiar with the LeakAlertor Technical Reference Guide. Evaluators are encouraged to
use nth Solutions’ Leak Simulation Kits, which are available for toilets using standard flapper-based
flush valves and also for Stealth-type toilets, or any toilet which uses a pushbutton flush mechanism
mounted on the toilet tank lid. A glossary has been included in the back of this bulletin, as the terms
used to technically define toilet operation and algorithms specific to the LeakAlertor may be unfamiliar
to some evaluators.

Introduction to the LeakAlertor Product Design and Operation
The LeakAlertor is a patented1 device that can be easily installed and understood by virtually anyone
of any age. Simply stated: if the GREEN LED flashes, the unit is operating correctly and the toilet is
not leaking; if the RED LED is flashing and the LeakAlertor is beeping, the toilet is either leaking
and/or the flush valve (or flapper) is wide open. In electronic product development it is well
understood that the simpler a product is to install and use, the more complex the design and operation.
This mantra holds true for the LeakAlertor. There are virtually thousands of different types of toilets,
fill valves, flush valves, toilet tanks, water volumes, etc., and the LeakAlertor must correctly determine
the acoustic signature of every possible variation and permutation without any user programming,
calibration, or input. In fact, in a worst-case scenario in which the user simply affixes the device to the
toilet, pulls the battery tab, walks away without flushing the toilet, turns on a radio full volume and
begins to sing along to some old Led Zeppelin tune2 at the top of his or her lungs for the next 45
minutes, the product is still expected to work correctly…and it does exactly that the majority of the
time.

Defining the Basics
Although a full glossary accompanies this bulletin, a working understanding of several definitions, as
they pertain specifically to the LeakAlertor, will enhance the evaluator’s ability to assess and quantify
the LeakAlertor’s operation:
 Detectable Leak: the unintended escape of water from a toilet tank, the result of which creates
a repetitive cycle where the water level in the tank drops, producing a fill valve action that
refills the tank (often referred to as a “Phantom Flush”). Note: a faulty fill valve may not
produce a “snap action” refilling of the tank, and instead may “bleed” water into the tank at
the same rate as that of the leak. This fill valve failure mode, referred to herein as the
“equilibrium effect”, cannot be detected by the LeakAlertor due to the absence of the
significant turbulence associated with a properly working fill valve. For testing and evaluation
purposes, make certain that the fill valve is working properly.
1
2

The LeakAlertor is protected by US Patents #8,310,369, #8,362,907, and patents pending
Engineer’s Note: the phrase “old Led Zeppelin tune” should be obvious: if one is singing at the top of one’s lungs to a
Led Zeppelin tune, one is probably “old”…
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 Qualified Leak: a Detectable Leak which minimally produces at least one phantom flush (fill
valve action) per hour. Note: less than one (1) phantom flush per hour represents less than six
(6) gallons of water loss per day which, while technically considered a “leak”, is not tracked
by the LeakAlertor for two (2) reasons: first, it is extremely difficult to reliably detect phantom
flushes occurring so infrequently, and second, a slow leak will invariably increase over time
due to flapper or flush valve degradation.
 Simulated Leak: an authentic reproduction of a detectable leak that can be qualified. Note:
depressing the flush handle a single time, or even periodically, does not approximate or
simulate the way a toilet actually leaks. When a flush valve or flapper degrades, there is
usually a consistency to both the timing of occurrences, as well as the volume of water wasted
(the exception is intermittent leaks…see below).
 Intermittent Leak: unintended water loss that occurs as a single event, or is manifest as a
series of events that is not continuous over an extended period of time, which may or may not
be self-correcting or easily remedied by the user. Note: examples include a wide open flapper
(flush valve); a flapper not being fully released by the flush handle chain or linkage; grit or
deformation between the flapper and flush valve base; pressing down briefly on the toilet flush
handle; etc.
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Instructions for Set-Up and Testing the
LeakAlertor with the DDU
The following items are required for the evaluator to fully test the LeakAlertor using the Data Display
Unit:
1)
2)
3)
4)

LeakAlertor Data Display Unit (DDU) and power supply
Data Display Cable (connects the Telemetry LeakAlertor to the DDU)
Telemetry LeakAlertor
Leak Simulator

In order to facilitate the following steps in the next section (“Evaluating the LeakAlertor with the
Data Display Unit”), it is suggested that the LeakAlertor and DDU first be tested on a known working
toilet that is not leaking.
Comm
Port

STEP #1: The Telemetry LeakAlertor enclosure tops are easily
separated from the bases using a small flat blade screwdriver.
Make sure a battery tab and battery are inserted, with the tab
protruding through the enclosure slot, as shown in Figure #1.
Note: Telemetry LeakAlertors (hereafter referred to simply as
“LeakAlertors”) have an opening on the left-hand side of the
enclosure top to access the communications port.

Figure #1

STEP #2: Attach the LeakAlertor anywhere on the outside of the
toilet tank within two inches (2”) of the tank lid. The LeakAlertor
should be placed in a location where the device is visible and easily
connected to the DDU cable, as shown in Figure #2.
Figure #2

DDU

STEP #3: Place the DDU in a location where it can be easily
viewed. The toilet tank lid is usually ideal. In the example
shown in Figure #3, the DDU is resting on top of the handicap
assist bar. Note that the cables are already attached. The cable
hook-up will be explained in the next steps.
Figure #3
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Removable
Header

STEP #4: The Data Display Cable has two (2) distinctly
different connectors. The end which plugs into the LeakAlertor
has a 2-pin removable header (the short pins insert into the cable
connector, while the long pins insert into the LeakAlertor). The
other connector plugs into the DDU at Step #6. Note that this
cable is a black-and-white twisted pair (Figure #4).

Figure #4

White wire

STEP #5: Insert the Data Display Cable into the LeakAlertor
port, making sure that the WHITE wire is towards the TOP of the
LeakAlertor, as shown in Figure #5. Note: The DDU and the
LeakAlertor will not be damaged if the connector is inserted
incorrectly, but the DDU will not display data if connected
incorrectly.

Figure #5

Data Display
Jack

Power Supply
Jack

STEP #6: Connect the cables to the DDU. The solid black
power supply cable connects to the jack on the top left. The Data
Display Cable plugs into the jack on the top right (as shown in
Figure #6).
Figure #6

STEP #7: Plug the power supply into the wall. Until the battery tab on the LeakAlertor is removed,
the display should remain blank.
NOTE: At any point in time during testing the DDU can be disconnected from power or the
LeakAlertor-under-test without affecting the LeakAlertor or the DDU. This allows for multiple
LeakAlertors on different toilets to be connected to the DDU for test and evaluation. The DDU may
not initially display all of the lines of data when disconnecting and connecting different units because
the LeakAlertors will only transmit certain lines of data during specific times of program execution.
This will become obvious as the evaluator becomes more familiar with the product and processes
during use.
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Evaluating the LeakAlertor with the Data Display Unit
The LeakAlertor and DDU should now be ready for evaluation testing to commence. Here are
several key points about the DDU that should reduce confusion during operation:
 The DDU is a 4-Line by 20-Character (4x20) alphanumeric backlit display. The backlighting
commands are sent from the LeakAlertor, which is why the DDU does not appear backlit when
power is initially applied.
 The data screens only contain numerical information, separated into data fields by solid black
blocks. This Technical Reference Guide includes diagrams showing the nomenclature above
each numeric data field.
 All of the DDU commands and the data displayed originate with the LeakAlertor, which has
limited programming space. For that reason, there may be times when a particular line of the
DDU may appear to have extra characters at the end of any given line. Ignore the additional
characters and/or solid black blocks, as all data is left-justified on each line of the display.
 Each line of the DDU is limited to 20 characters. However, Lines #3 and #4 may contain data
that exceeds the 20 character limit. The additional data is not displayed when this occurs.
 Much of the terminology in this document will take two (2) forms: fully spelled out or
abbreviated. Here are some examples:
o T1_STDDEV is the same as T1_STANDARD_DEVIATION
o T1_CNTR is the same as T1_COUNTER
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THE 1st TEST: A Fully Functional Toilet
 A Properly Functioning Toilet
 The Toilet is NOT Leaking
 The User Correctly Follows Instructions
Test Simulation Summary: The LeakAlertor is placed on the toilet tank by the user; the user
correctly follows the instructions by pulling the tab, waiting for the RED LED to flash and the unit to
beep, and then flushes the toilet after the beeps conclude.

PULL THE BATTERY TAB…
The DDU Displays:
 Line #1: Displays the Operating Program immediately upon power-up
 Line #2: Displays the Operating Program Date Code

Figure #7: Software Program Identification and Date Code

Then the LeakAlertor:
o Measures and records the initial battery voltage (not displayed)
o Checks for background noise (not displayed)
o The background noise is taken into account when setting the Preliminary Threshold
o Calculates the Preliminary Threshold (displayed)
o The Preliminary Threshold is the acoustic threshold that must be exceeded in order to
determine if the toilet has been flushed.

THE DDU DISPLAYS THE PRELIMINARY FLUSH THRESHOLD
The DDU Displays:
 Line #1: Continues to display the Operating Program (no change)
 Line #2: Displays the Preliminary_Flush_Threshold (PRE_FLUSH_THRESHOLD)

Figure #8: Establishing the PRELIMINARY_FLUSH_THRESHOLD
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Then the LeakAlertor:
o Double-Flashes the GREEN LED
o Double-Flashes the RED LED and BEEPS to signal the user to flush the toilet

FLUSH THE TOILET
The DDU Displays:





Line #1: Continues to display the Operating Program (no change)
Line #2: Displays the Preliminary Flush Threshold (no change)
Line #3: “Waiting for Flush…”
Line #4: Displays the Vibration (VIB) and the “Waiting for Flush” Delay Counter

Figure #9: “Waiting for Flush…”

LeakAlertor Process Explanation:
1) After the RED LED flashes and the unit beeps, the LeakAlertor waits approximately two (2)
seconds before transmitting “Waiting for Flush…” and Line #4 data to the DDU
2) Line #4 shows the actual real-time vibration measurement (VIB) in intervals of approximately
300 milliseconds, followed by the Delay Counter which counts the intervals.
a. IMPORTANT NOTE: The real-time vibration measurement (VIB) is represented as a
relative bit count (digital number) that directly correlates to the overall noise figure
detected by the LeakAlertor. Further explanation of what this means and how it relates
to the various thresholds is explained later in this document. The general range of the
VIB is from approximately 325 to 715. The lower the number, the lower the overall
noise figure (for more detailed information, please refer to the “LeakAlertor Technical
Reference Guide”).
3) If the VIB does not exceed the PRELIMINARY_FLUSH_THRESHOLD
(PRE_FLUSH_THRESHOLD) within fifty (50) intervals, or approximately fifteen (15)
seconds, the flush has not been qualified (see the section, “WHEN THE FLUSH CYCLE
HAS BEEN DETECTED” for an explanation about what happens when the flush has not been
qualified).
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WHEN THE FLUSH CYCLE HAS BEEN DETECTED
The DDU Displays:
 Line #1: Displays the Vibration (VIB), Flush Interval Counter, and Threshold
 Line #2, #3, & #4: No Data Displayed (Display is blank)

Figure #10: Flush Cycle Detected; Begin to Monitor the Flush Parameters

LeakAlertor Process Explanation:
1) When the Preliminary Flush Threshold (PRE_FLUSH_THRESH) has been exceeded by the
VIB, several processes and tasks are executed by the LeakAlertor:
a. The THRESHOLD (in Line #1 above) is initially set to the Preliminary Flush
Threshold (PRE_FLUSH_THRESH).
b. When the VIB first exceeds the THRESHOLD, the LeakAlertor ignores all VIB data
for approximately two (2) seconds. This lockout period occurs because the initial VIB
data is often the noise produced by the depression and release of the flush handle. The
two (2) second delay allows time for the fill valve to begin to produce water turbulence,
which the LeakAlertor then begins to track and record.
c. The RED LED illuminates and remains illuminated as long as the VIB exceeds the
THRESHOLD, which is tracked by the INTERVAL COUNTER. Simply stated, the
INTERVAL COUNTER records the total duration time for the entire flush cycle. In
most instances, the RED LED will illuminate when the flush is first detected and
extinguish at the conclusion of the entire flush cycle.
d. When the INTERVAL COUNTER=26, the THRESHOLD may automatically begin
to increment, depending upon the delta (difference) between the VIB and
THRESHOLD data. The purpose for increasing the THRESHOLD is to make certain
that when the fill valve terminates water flow into the tank, that the transition of the
VIB from above the THRESHOLD setting to below the THRESHOLD setting is both
sharp and definitive.
2) During the entire flush cycle, every VIB reading is being stored. When the flush cycle ends,
several tasks are executed by the LeakAlertor:
a. The RED LED is extinguished.
b. If the INTERVAL COUNTER is greater than forty (40) and less than four hundred
(400):
i. The flush duration and corresponding VIB data are considered “valid” and the
FLUSH DURATION is made equal to the INTERVAL COUNTER.
ii. The FLUSH_QUALIFIED_FLAG=1 (if the flush is not qualified, the
FLUSH_QUALIFIED_ FLAG=0 …more on this later).
iii. The VIB data is evaluated and is used to set the THRESHOLD,
LOW_POWER_THRESHOLD, OVERFLOW_MAX_TIME, and other
operational data (more on these terms later in this document3).

3

nth Solutions considers some of the processes, calculations, algorithms, and methodologies executed by the LeakAlertor
as proprietary and confidential. Although much of the operation is detailed in patents that have been issued to the
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iv. The DDU is cleared
v. The LeakAlertor enters the LOW_POWER mode of operation
c. If the INTERVAL COUNTER is less than forty (40) or more than four hundred (400):
i. The flush duration and corresponding VIB data are considered “invalid”
1. Less than forty (40) equates to a total flush cycle duration time of less
than twelve (12) seconds, which is statistically too short a time frame for
flush valve-type toilets.
2. More than four hundred (400) suggests a total flush duration exceeding
two (2) minutes. Although this may be possible when water pressure is
extremely low or a fill valve and/or water line is clogged with debris, it
is statistically unlikely. Empirical evidence has demonstrated that most
INTERVAL COUNTER data that exceeds four hundred (400) is due to
considerable translational vibration due to a nearby noise source. The
LeakAlertor will attempt to overcome this issue in the “Teach” mode,
which is described later in this document.
ii. Temporary default values are set for the FLUSH_DURATION and other flush
characteristic data (see the preceding section)
iii. The FLUSH_QUALIFIED_FLAG=0, placing the LeakAlertor in the “Teach”
mode of operation (covered in The 4th Test Chapter).
iv. The DDU is cleared
v. The LeakAlertor enters the ACTIVE MODE of operation

FLUSH QUALIFIED – BEGIN LOW_POWER MODE OF OPERATION
“So basically, the LeakAlertor is like a teenager: in order to conserve energy for texting and
Facebooking, it spends most of its time sleeping!” Ernie Howard, Marketing Specialist, nth Solutions
A brief review:
1) The user has correctly installed the LeakAlertor on the toilet.
2) The user flushed the toilet and the flush was qualified (FLUSH_QUALIFIED_FLAG=1).
3) The LeakAlertor has used the flush data to set the THRESHOLD,
LOW_POWER_THRESHOLD, and the OVERFLOW_MAX_TIME parameters.
The LeakAlertor now enters the LOW_POWER (LP) mode of operation. The purpose of the LP
mode is to ensure that the device will operate for up to two (2) years on a single battery4. The battery
life will be substantially reduced by uncorrected leaks, however, as flashing the LED’s and beeping
consumes significant power.
The difference between the LOW_POWER mode and ACTIVE mode of operation (which uses more
battery power) is directly related to how, when, and why the LeakAlertor detects and processes the
VIB data. Due to the complexity of the hardware and software functions, those boring details will not

4

Company, several of the more complex algorithms are the result of years of research and analysis, are considered trade
secrets, and will not be divulged herein.
The telemetry LeakAlertors will NOT operate for an extended period of time on the 3v lithium battery. Generally
speaking, the battery for telemetry LeakAlertors must be replaced every three (3) to four (4) weeks. The telemetry units
are constantly communicating with the DDU, which consumes more power over less time than the non-telemetry
LeakAlertors. The telemetry LeakAlertors are intended specifically for technical evaluation, not extended use.
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be explained in this document (you’re welcome). To accommodate those who are interested in power
consumption, please refer to Appendix “A” Overview of Power Consumption and Battery Life.

The DDU Displays:
 Line #1: VIB data in real-time; LOW_POWER_INTERVAL_CNTR
 Line #2: THRESHOLD; LOW_POWER_THRESHOLD; FLUSH_DURATION; BATT
level (most recent); LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG

Figure #11: Flush has been Qualified; Enter the LOW_POWER_MODE of Operation

LeakAlertor Process Explanation:
1) In the LOW_POWER mode of operation, the LeakAlertor is basically minimizing battery
consumption while waiting for a significant acoustic event to occur (later defined as a
T2_EVENT), such as a flush, phantom flush, or wide-open flapper.
2) Whenever the VIB (Line #1) is displayed in any mode, it is always in real-time. Of all the
parameters worth watching, the VIB is probably the most important because of its relevancy to
acoustic noise. It gives the evaluator an instant correlation between acoustic events (flushing
the toilet, banging the toilet lid, deployment of a poop volcano, singing, etc.) and what the
LeakAlertor actually resolves.
3) The LOW_POWER_INTERVAL_COUNTER (LP) tracks the cumulative number of cycles
while in the LP mode. Each cycle is approximately 1.5 seconds in duration. At the beginning
of each cycle, the LeakAlertor “wakes up” and updates the VIB data.
4) Line #2 numerical data will always consistently show the information above, regardless of the
mode of operation. Explanations for each data block are as follows:
a. If the VIB number in the LOW_POWER mode exceeds the LOW_POWER
_THRESHOLD (in Line #2), the LeakAlertor instantly transitions to the ACTIVE
mode of operation (covered in the next section).
b. The THRESHOLD applies only to the ACTIVE mode (covered in the next section).
c. The FLUSH_DURATION is always a two (2) or three (3) digit number which
represents the total amount of time for the complete flush cycle (in 300 millisecond
increments, not in seconds).
d. The BATT data represents the most recent battery level measurement. As the battery
depletes, this number increases. A brand new battery will generally read between 108
and 115.
e. The LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG will be explained later in this chapter. When first
powered up it will always be zero (0), since no leak has yet been detected.
The LeakAlertor will remain in the LP mode until the VIB exceeds the LOW_POWER_THRESHOLD.
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TESTING TO DETERMINE IF THE FLUSH_DURATION WAS CORRECTLY
INDENTIFIED BY THE LEAKALERTOR, WHICH WILL ALSO PLACE THE
DEVICE IN THE “ACTIVE” MODE

Watch the display as the toilet is flushed (flush the toilet to observe). The LeakAlertor will now
transition to the ACTIVE mode of operation when the detected flush turbulence causes the VIB
to exceed the LOW_POWER_THRESHOLD. At this point the entire DDU will transition to the
ACTIVE mode. NOTE: Line #3 and Line #4 (as shown in Figure #12) do NOT appear until the
end of the flush.
Display Reminder: The displayed information will obviously be different from what is shown in this
document, since the DDU is constantly changing and because every toilet is different. The evaluator
should keep in mind that the data fields are separated by solid black blocks, and that the data fields
will expand as the numbers increase, or contract as the numbers decrease. It is not unusual for there
to be two (2) or more solid blocks at the end (right-side) of any given line in the DDU.
(The DDU terminology will be explained in detail below the Figure #12 example)

The DDU Displays:
 Line #1: VIB data in real-time; T1_COUNTER; T2_COUNTER; T2_VIB_AVERAGE;
FLUSH_QUALIFIED (flag)
 Line #2: (No Change)
 Line #3: T1_AVERAGE; T1_STANDARD_DEVIATION; T1_ARRAY Data (3 readings)
 Line #4: T2_AVERAGE; T2_STANDARD_DEVIATION; T2_ARRAY Data (3 readings)

Figure #12: The LOW_POWER_THRESHOLD has Exceeded the VIB; Begin ACTIVE Mode of Operation

This screen (ACTIVE mode) and its associated processes will be explained in more complete detail in
the next chapter (“The Second Test: Simulating a Leak”) when a leak is actually simulated and the
LeakAlertor’s and DDU’s response to the same is observed. For now, the following section will be
limited to explaining the LeakAlertor’s actions when a normal flush is detected.
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LeakAlertor Process Explanation:
1) The LeakAlertor identifies every VIB reading as being either a T1 or T2 event. The working
definitions of each are as follows:
a. T1_EVENT: Any VIB reading or consecutive series of VIB readings which are less
than the THRESHOLD.
b. T2_EVENT: Any VIB reading or consecutive series of VIB readings which are
greater than the THRESHOLD.
2) The T1_COUNTER (T1_CNTR) and T2_COUNTER (T2_CNTR) track the consecutive
number of VIB events relative to the THRESHOLD, as was defined in 1(a) and 1(b) above.
3) As was previously stated, in the LOW_POWER_MODE, when the VIB exceeded the
LOW_POWER_THRESHOLD (Figure #11), the LeakAlertor transitioned to the ACTIVE
mode.
4) In the ACTIVE mode (Figure #12), the VIB is compared to the THRESHOLD (not the
LOW_POWER_THRESHOLD), and the T2_COUNTER tracks the consecutive number of
VIB readings that occur above the THRESHOLD. This is readily observed during any flush
cycle (or phantom flush, as will be discussed in the next chapter).
5) When the flush cycle concludes, the VIB will fall below the THRESHOLD. If the resulting
T2_COUNTER is between the FLUSH_DURATION minus thirty percent (30%) and the
FLUSH_DURATION multiplied by two (2), the T2_COUNTER represents a valid flush
cycle5.
6) After processing the T2_COUNTER, the resulting number is identified then identified in Line
#4 as T2_ARRAY[0], which is the first array variable in the T2_ARRAY.
7) Because the flush was properly identified, the LeakAlertor will display the proper status to the
user at the conclusion of the flush cycle. In this instance, because no leak has been detected
and the BATT level is sufficient, the GREEN LED will double-flash in order to visually
communicate that the toilet and the LeakAlertor are both functioning properly.
8) The LeakAlertor, having qualified the flush cycle, now transitions back to the LOW_POWER
mode of operation (Figure #11). Note that Line #3 and #4 now remain on the DDU.
9) Any subsequent qualified toilet flush will repeat steps #4 through #8. It should be noted,
however, that as long as the T2_COUNTER is identifying consecutive flush cycles, that the
result of the T2_COUNTER will always load into T2_ARRAY[0], with the other T1 and T2
array variables having been preset by the program (as is explained in the next chapter). If,
however, T2 events occur that are not the result of the toilet being flushed, each subsequent
event will incrementally stored in the T2_ARRAY (again, is will be further explained in the
next chapter).
NOTE: Except for the 4th test, this document allows the user to proceed sequentially, in order, without
having to disconnect or reset the LeakAlertor under-test.

5

See the FAQ’s for the explanation surrounding the bandwidth definitions that constitute a valid flush cycle with respect to
the previously qualified flush duration.
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THE 2nd TEST: Simulating a Leak
 The Flush IS Qualified
 The Toilet is NOT Initially Leaking
 The Evaluator Simulates a Leak
NOTE #1: It is assumed that the LeakAlertor used in the 1st Test is still connected to the DDU and the
flush was qualified.
NOTE #2: It is recommended that evaluators use Leak Simulators provided by nth Solutions in order
to assure that the leak being simulated is actually similar or identical to how a toilet leaks under normal
conditions and circumstances. Note that Leak Simulators are available for standard flush valve toilets
that utilize a flapper that is lifted by a chain attached to a tank-mounted flush handle, and also for
Stealth or Stealth-type toilets that use a tank lid pushbutton for initiating the flush cycle.

ON THE TOILET TO WHICH THE LEAKALERTOR IS ATTACHED,
INSTALL A LEAK SIMULATOR FOLLOWING THE INSTRUCTIONS
PROVIDED WITH THE SIMULATOR.
At this point in time, the toilet should now be exhibiting a slow and consistent leak. If no phantom
flush is heard and/or observed, determine the following before proceeding:
1) Is the toilet actually leaking? Dye tablets will provide a conclusive answer.
2) Is the fill valve faulty? To determine if the fill valve is faulty: flush the toilet with the tank lid
removed and a ruler inserted vertically into the toilet tank to measure the water height.
Immediately following the entire flush cycle, make a note of the water height using the ruler.
After a reasonable period of time (15 minutes maximum), make note of the water height once
again. If the fill valve does not actuate and produce a phantom flush at any time but the toilet is
known to be leaking, the fill valve is in equilibrium6.
The toilet should now begin to periodically exhibit phantom flushes. The frequency of occurrence
is dependent upon the type of toilet and flush valve or flapper, and the amount of interference produced
by the Leak Simulator. Extensive testing has shown that the Leak Simulator for flapper-based toilets
will occur every fifteen (15) to thirty (30) minutes, while the Leak Simulator for Stealth-type toilets
can be adjusted for almost any time frame between thirty (30) seconds and one (1) hour.
Allow at least three (3) phantom flushes to occur. In Figure #13 below, the DDU is showing the
typical type of data that might be expected after three (3) phantom flushes have occurred.

6

Equilibrium is a state of operation in which the fill valve is open just enough so that the water inflow into the tank is at
the same volume rate as the leak itself. In many instances, as the leak continues to increase with respect to the volume of
water wasted over time, the fill valve will begin to produce phantom flushes and refill the tank. Equilibrium is most
likely to occur when the water volume of the leak is minimal, for instance less than one (1) phantom flush per hour.
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The DDU Displays:
 Line #1: VIB data in real-time; T1_COUNTER; T2_COUNTER; T2_VIB_AVERAGE;
FLUSH_QUALIFIED (flag)
 Line #2: (No Change)
 Line #3: T1_AVERAGE; T1_STANDARD_DEVIATION; T1_ARRAY Data (3 readings)
 Line #4: T2_AVERAGE; T2_STANDARD_DEVIATION; T2_ARRAY Data (3 readings)

Figure #13: ACTIVE mode; Several T2 Events Detected that Might Be Representative of a Leaking Toilet

LeakAlertor Process Explanation:
1) In simplest terms, the T1_COUNTER and the T2_COUNTER accumulate consecutive groups
of data which correspond to whether or not the VIB is less than or greater than the
THRESHOLD.
2) Each consecutive group of data is stored in a corresponding array. T1_COUNTER data is
stored in Line #3. The array brackets [0], [1], and [2], identify the three (3) variables that are
stored in the array. The numbers in parenthesis (ex: 1-3) in each of the data fields identify the
possible numerical size of that particular data field (ex: T1_ARRAY[0] (1-5) means that the
data stored in that particular array can range from 0 to 65,5357). Notice that the array data
starts in the third (3rd) data field of Line #3, while the T1_AVERAGE (T1_AVG) and
T1_STANDARD_DEVIATION (T1_STDDEV) are in the first two (2) data field positions
(and are explained in detail below).
3) T2_COUNTER data is stored in Line #4. It is identical in nature to the T1_COUNTER data,
except that it only stores the VIB data groups which exceed the THRESHOLD.
a. The exception to a T2_COUNTER group being stored in an array is any data group
that is less than four (4) when the FLUSH_QUALIFIED_FLAG=1. The reason for
setting this limit is two-fold:
i. In the ACTIVE mode, T2 events less than four (4) - which is approximately 1.2
seconds - are usually due to “impulse” or “spurious” noise (see the Glossary),
which can be generated by jiggling the flush handle, dropping the toilet seat
and/or lid, passing an extraordinarily loud blast of methane from a downward
protruding trumpet, the launching of a high velocity airborne torpedo into the
water, etc.

7

The microcontroller is limited to numbers between 0 and 65,535.
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ii. Some phantom flushes on low-volume toilets can be as short as two (2) to three
(3) seconds. In order to not miss the shorter phantom flushes, the LeakAlertor
cannot impose an unreasonably high cut-off for impulse or spurious noise.
b. When a T2 event is less than four (4) in the ACTIVE mode, the resulting cumulative
total is ignored and is not recorded as T2_ARRAY[x] data.
4) As previously mentioned, Figure #13 shows the results of several consecutive T2 events that
are attributed to the phantom flushes produced by the Leak Simulator. Examining the data:
a. First take a look at Line #3 in Figure #12. Note that the T1 array data fields contain
the numbers 10, 125, and 250. These numbers are preloaded in order to statistically
preclude the likelihood of yielding averages and standard deviations that result in “false
leak positives”, which can occur if those data fields are not purposefully preloaded.
b. Calculations are made at the conclusion of each T2 event (the T2 event having been
terminated because the VIB fell below the THRESHOLD when in the ACTIVE
mode).
c. The calculations are designed to statistically analyze a series of T1 and T2 events in
order to determine if the combination of events represents detected leaks. Here is a
working definition for mathematically determining if the events being evaluated qualify
as a leak: If the T1_STANDARD_DEVIATION is less than twelve percent (12%) of
the T1_AVERAGE, and the T2_STANDARD_DEVIATION is less than ten percent
(10%) of the T2_AVERAGE, and the T2_AVERAGE is less than one-half (½) the
FLUSH_DURATION, a leak occurrence has been qualified8.
d. It should be obvious that for a leak to be qualified, successive T1 and T2 events must
occur without interruption. Possible interruptions include such things as flushing the
toilet, loud nearby noises which may disrupt T1 data groups, etc. It should also be
obvious that the preloaded arrays – which prevent false positives – require at least three
(3) successive phantom flushes as T2 events, followed by three (3) very similarly timed
T1 events, in order to qualify as a leak. The evaluator will notice that the first (1st)
instance of a qualified leak does not occur, therefore, until after the third (3rd) T1 data
group has been identified as a T1 array, which is actually not processed until the fourth
(4th) T2 event has occurred and been mathematically processed.
e. When a calculation results in a leak being qualified:
i. The LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG in Line #2 is incremented
ii. An internal software flag is set for annunciation to alert the user
f. If a user-initiated flush occurs at any time in the ACTIVE mode, the LeakAlertor will:
i. Alert the user if the LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG is greater than zero (0)
ii. Transition to the LOW_POWER_MODE until the next T2 event occurs
g. As successive T1 and T2 events are stored as array variables, the previous array values
are overwritten. For instance, when T2_ARRAY[2] has been stored, the next T2 event
will be stored in T2_ARRAY[0], and so on.
h. Each successive calculation that results as a leak being qualified will cause the
LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG to be incremented. As an example, if a toilet is leaking
all night and produces twenty (20) phantom flushes, and no other external T2 events
occurred that interrupted the T1 intervals, the LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG would be
incremented
seventeen
(17)
times
(NOTE:
Recall
that
the
first
LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG increment does not occur until the fourth (4th) T2 event
has been stored).
8

It should be noted that if the LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG<3 and the T1_AVERAGE<25, no “leak” alert will be given the
user until the LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG>3. The reason is to prevent any background or spurious noise from producing
a false positive, as a low T1_AVERAGE could be due to noise instead of an actual fill valve event.
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i. Although a user initiated flush will return the LeakAlertor to the LOW_POWER
mode, any transition back to the ACTIVE mode that results in additional leaks being
qualified will cause the LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG to continue to increment.
j. User “Alerts” are explained in the next section.
k. The T2_VIB_AVERAGE (T2_VIB_AVG) is explained in the next chapter.
For more information regarding the significance of the mathematical calculations used to qualify leaks,
see Appendix “B” in the back of this document.

USER ALERTS IN RESPONSE TO DETECTED LEAKS WHEN THE FLUSH
HAS BEEN QUALIFIED AND OTHER STATUS INDICATIONS
Most of the user alerts occur at the conclusion of the complete flush cycles. There are several
exceptions, which are described in later chapters.
GREEN LED Double-Flash; No Beep
 Indicates that no leak has been detected and the LeakAlertor is functioning properly.
RED LED One or More Flashes; Accompanied by Beeps
The greater the LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG number, the more urgently the LeakAlertor sounds it’s
alerts in an attempt to increase the probability of getting the user’s attention.
 When the LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG is less than ten (10), the RED LED flashes twice and
is accompanied by a double-beep
 When the LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG is more than ten (10) but less than five hundred (500),
the RED LED flashes once for every ten (10) increments of the LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG,
accompanied by an equal number of beeps.
For example, if the
LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG=135, the RED LED would flash thirteen (13) times,
accompanied by thirteen (13) beeps
 When the LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG is greater than five hundred (500), the RED LED
flashes fifty (50) times, accompanied by fifty (50) beeps.
Y
YEELLLLO
OW
W LLEED
D Flashes and Beeps
 Indicates the battery is low and needs to be replaced
RED LED Flashes and Beeps Followed by Y
OW
W LLEED
D Flashes and Beeps
YEELLLLO
 Indicates that a leak has been detected and the battery is low and needs to be replaced

DETECTING THAT A LEAK HAS BEEN CORRECTED AND THEN
AUTOMATICALLY RESETTING
After any kind of detected leak has been corrected:
1) If the LeakAlertor is in the ACTIVE mode, it must first transition back to the LOW_POWER
mode due to a toilet flush being detected, or because it times out of the ACTIVE mode after
the T1_COUNTER reaches twelve thousand (12,000), which is approximately one (1) hour.
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2) When the LOW_POWER_INTERVAL_COUNTER reaches forty-eight hundred (4,800),
which is approximately two (2) hours (which means that the VIB has not exceeded the
LOW_POWER_THRESHOLD), the LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG is reset to zero (0).
NOTE: Most resets occur overnight when the surrounding environment is the most quiet.
In order to become better accustomed to how the DDU displays the LeakAlertor data in real
time, consider performing the following while observing the DDU:
1) Flush the toilet.
2) Using a watch or stopwatch, wait approximately one (1) minute.
3) Repeat Steps #1 and #2 several times and watch the T1_COUNTER, the T2_COUNTER,
the T1 and T2 arrays, averages, and standard deviations, and also the incrementing
LEAK_DETECTED_FLAG after each statistically significant series of events.
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THE 3rd TEST: Detecting a Wide-Open Flapper
NOTE #1: It is assumed that the LeakAlertor used in the 1st Test and 2nd Test is still connected to the
DDU and the flush was qualified. For the sake of simplicity, most of the DDU data fields reflect the
example from the previous test.
Referencing Figure #14:

Figure #14: Wide-Open Flapper; LeakAlertor is in the ACTIVE mode

HOLD THE FLUSH HANDLE DOWN AND DO NOT RELEASE IT.
Figure #14 identifies the flush duration as being one hundred eighteen (118). Notice the following as
the flush handle continues to be held down so that the flapper (flush valve) remains open:
1) The strongest vibrational signature during the flush cycle often occurs when the water in the
toilet tank is at its lowest level and the flapper (flush valve) is about to close. This can be seen
by observing the VIB, which in Line #1 is now presenting a higher numerical value than in
previous examples. Although not yet discussed in detail, note also the T2_VIB_AVERAGE in
Line #1, and the higher numerical value than what is often observed during a normal flush
cycle.
2) The T2_COUNTER should be incrementing well past the normal FLUSH_DURATION
value as the flush handle continues to be held down. Note in the example of Figure #14 that the
T2_COUNTER is more than the FLUSH_DURATION. When the T2_COUNTER exceeds
1.5 times the numerical value of the FLUSH_DURATION, which in the Figure #14 example
would be one hundred seventy-seven (177), the following will occur (Note: release the flush
handle when the T2_COUNTER on the DDU being observed is 1.5 times the numerical value
of the FLUSH_DURATION):
a. Figure #15 below shows the T2_COUNTER now reading one hundred seventy-eight
(178) and Lines #3 and #4 displaying “Flush Valve Open” and “Correct Problem”.
b. The LeakAlertor has begun to flash the RED LED and beep approximately every two
(2) seconds.
c. Notice that although the flush handle has been released and the flapper (flush valve) is
now closed, the LeakAlertor VIB still exceeds the THRESHOLD, so the flashing RED
LED and beeping will not cease until the toilet tank has refilled, allowing the
LeakAlertor to determine that the problem was corrected.
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d. Notice also that the T2_COUNTER interval, as a function of time duration, changes
while the user alert is in process. This is because the LeakAlertor now alternates
between using the piezo as a sensor and as an audible alert (beeping), and a short time
delay must occur after the beeps in order to allow the piezo to stabilize and take a VIB
reading.
e. Once the problem has been corrected and the flush cycle is finished, the DDU will
restore Lines #3 and #4 and transition to the LOW_POWER mode.

Figure #15: Wide-Open Flapper (flush valve) Detected; User Needs to Correct Problem
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THE 4th TEST: The User Doesn’t Follow Directions
 The Flush is NOT Qualified
 The Toilet is Leaking at the Time of Installation
OR
 The Toilet Begins Leaking Sometime After Installation
Note: For this test the evaluator must begin with a LeakAlertor that is not yet under power.
Resetting the LeakAlertor: Refer to the “Battery Replacement” instructions for complete details.
The quick summary: remove the enclosure top from the base (the base can remain affixed to the
toilet); remove the battery and wait five (5) seconds; reinsert the battery tab and battery; insert the
printed circuit board back into the enclosure top with the battery tab protruding through the slit; snap
the enclosure top back onto the base.
With the LeakAlertor affixed to the toilet and properly connected to the DDU:
PULL THE BATTERY TAB. DO NOT FLUSH THE TOILET WHEN THE LEAKALERTOR
DOUBLE_FLASHES THE RED LED AND BEEPS.
Recall from the 1st Test that the LeakAlertor is “Waiting for Flush…”, as is shown in Figure #16.
Figure #16: “Waiting for Flush…”

Although the Chapter Title, “The User Doesn’t Follow Instructions” will result in a flush cycle not
being qualified, there are several other scenarios which the evaluator can test that will also result in the
FLUSH_QUALIFIED_FLAG=0. The various scenarios include:
1) The user not following directions and failing to flush the toilet, which results in the
DELAY_COUNTER (See Figure #9) timing out.
2) The LeakAlertor not being placed near the top of on the outside of the toilet tank near the lid,
resulting in a substantially reduced acoustic signature9.
9

Extensive testing on hundreds of different types of toilet configurations has shown that the LeakAlertor will lock onto the
acoustic signature of a flush cycle and correctly identify leaks and wide-open flappers, regardless of the location of the
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3) A brief occurrence of impulse noise or spurious noise before the DELAY_COUNTER times
out, resulting in an acoustic event that is determined to be too short to qualify as a flush.
4) The LeakAlertor detects an externally generated acoustic signature, the amplitude of which is
so great that the VIB exceeds the PRELIMINARY_FLUSH_THRESHOLD such that the
INTERVAL_COUNTER exceeds four hundred (400), resulting in an event that is too long to
be considered a valid qualified flush10.
Figure #17 shows what the DDU displays should any of the above scenarios occur:

Figure #17: Flush NOT Qualified

The XXX shown for the LAST_COUNTER_VALUE (CNTR) in Figure #17 is not a movie rating.
The number that appears correlates directly to why the LeakAlertor may not have been able to qualify
a flush:
1) If CNTR=51, the DELAY_COUNTER has timed out without the VIB exceeding the
PRELIMINARY_FLUSH_THRESHOLD.
2) If CNTR equals any number between three (3) and fifty (50), the LeakAlertor encountered
impulse or spurious noise, or was incorrectly located on the outside of the toilet tank, and the
result numerically was therefore too low to be qualified as a flush.
3) If CNTR=401, the VIB was greater than the PRELIMINARY_FLUSH_THRESHOLD for at
least two (2) minutes, which disqualifies the source of the VIB as being a flush. NOTE: If the
source causing the VIB to exceed the PRELIMINARY_FLUSH_THRESHOLD does not
cease, the LeakAlertor will shortly begin to mistakenly identify the source as a wide-open
flapper, and sound the alerts accordingly. It should be noted that at no time during the
development and testing of the LeakAlertor, or as a result of customer or utility feedback, has
the anomaly occurred. Nevertheless, it is possible.
At this point the FLUSH_QUALIFIED_FLAG=0 and the LeakAlertor transitions to the ACTIVE
mode. The PRELIMINARY_FLUSH_THRESHOLD becomes the THRESHOLD until actual
user-initiated flushes have been qualified. The LeakAlertor has also now entered the TEACH mode of
operation. In the TEACH mode, the LeakAlertor is looking to mathematically and statistically discern
the difference between user-initiated flushes while simultaneously locking onto phantom flushes in
order to alert the user to possible leaks (or wide-open flappers).
In the TEACH mode, the LeakAlertor is also monitoring for phantom flushes and wide-open flappers
(flush valves), although the THRESHOLD is temporarily set intentionally low. If a leak is qualified

device on the outside of the toilet tank. But, in several instances, there was not enough of an acoustic signature for the
LeakAlertor to reliably capture when it was placed outside of the specified locations identified in the instructions. The
simplest solution is to relocate the LeakAlertor to a properly identified location, and allow it to qualify the flush cycle, as
is described in this chapter.
10
Examples of loud sustained noise include, but are not limited to, a nearby stereo or TV with the volume way up; a very
loud window fan right next to the toilet; etc.
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in the TEACH mode, the T2_VIB_AVERAGE is used from the T2 events which were used to
qualify the leak to calculate the actual THRESHOLD and LOW_POWER_THRESHOLD variables.
Should this occur before the flush is qualified, the now more accurate THRESHOLD allows a much
higher reliability in determining what will then qualify as a user-initiated flush.
The T2_VIB_AVERAGE essentially tracks and averages each T2 data group. If observed closely
over a lengthy T2 event, the T2_VIB_AVERAGE can be seen slowly incrementing as the T2 event
continues.
WHEN THE LEAKALERTOR IS SIMULTANEOUSLY IN BOTH THE ACTIVE AND TEACH
MODES OF OPERATION, A FLUSH CAN ONLY BE QUALIFIED WHEN THREE (3)
CONSECUTIVE T2 EVENTS OCCUR IN WHICH THE T2_STANDARD_DEVIATION IS LESS
THAN FIVE PERCENT (5%) OF THE T2_AVERAGE; the T2_AVERAGE FALLS BETWEEN
FORTY (40) AND FOUR HUNDRED (400); AND THE T1_STANDARD_DEVIATION IS
GREATER THAN TEN PERCENT (10%) OF THE T1_AVERAGE.
Note that the above definition demands three (3) consecutive T2 events. Consequentially, this depends
upon the toilet actually being flushed, regardless of whether that occurs in less than two (2) hours or
more than two (2) weeks.
The LeakAlertor will remain in the ACTIVE and TEACH modes until the flush is qualified.
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FAQ’s
What optimum environmental conditions allow the LeakAlertor to most quickly
detect a toilet leak?
Given that the LeakAlertor must first ignore or reject various types of noise in order to detect and
qualify a leak, the less background noise, the better. In general, the overnight hours are the quietest.
However, even in rather noisy environments, once the LeakAlertor has qualified the flush and correctly
set its operational thresholds, it will generally detect leaks and begin to alert the user within the first
several hours after the initial phantom flush has been identified.

What is “impulse” and “spurious” noise?
“Impulse” noise is any kind of noise or vibration that is short in duration, but high in amplitude.
Allowing the toilet seat or lid to slam against the bowl, or a sharp tapping on the toilet tank, would be
considered impulse-type noise. “Spurious” noise is any kind of noise or vibration that is irregular or
random, yet continuous in nature. Loud talking or singing, or the rumble of a nearby train, would be
considered spurious-type noise.

Why do the T1 and T2 AVERAGE and STANDARD_DEVIATION numbers
sometimes look mathematically wrong?
The simple answer is that until the T1 and T2 data groups are within reasonable limits, the
microcontroller will not display actual averages and standard deviations.

Why are the T1 and T2 array variables preset at the beginning of the ACTIVE
mode?
Presetting the variables prevents the possibility of a “false positive” from occurring, and it also serves
to delete data from the previous ACTIVE mode.

Why do the user alerts mainly occur only after a complete flush cycle?
For the most part, the alerts are designed to be executed when the highest probability of the user
actually being in the bathroom occurs, which is obviously during or after the flush cycle. But, because
the LeakAlertor needs to be able to distinguish between a flush cycle, a phantom flush, and possibly
impulse or spurious noise, the alert isn’t given until the T2 event is confirmed to be an actual flush
cycle, which can only occur after the entire flush cycle has concluded.

What determines how quickly a leak is detected?
The primary factors are the frequency of the phantom flush and the presence of any kind of non-toilet
noise (impulse, spurious, etc.). For instance, if the LeakAlertor is installed in the evening; qualifies the
flush during the installation process; and phantom flushes are occurring every twenty (20) minutes
with relatively little or no interfering noise; then should the user flush the toilet about two (2) hours
later, the LeakAlertor will alert the user as to the leak at the end of the flush cycle.

What determines how quickly the flush cycle is modeled if the user fails to flush the
toilet?
Similar to the question above about how quickly a leak is detected, the presence of lots of non-toilet
noise and the absence of user-initiated flushes will prolong the process. Conversely, if there is
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relatively minimal non-toilet noise and the user initiates several flushes per day, the LeakAlertor will
generally model the flush within the first 72 hours after installation. The exception is when the toilet is
exhibiting a leak. When the LeakAlertor is installed on a toilet that is already leaking AND the flush is
not qualified during installation, detecting the leak and alerting the user will take priority over
modeling and qualifying the flush cycle.

What happens if the toilet is super-quiet? Is there any way to deal with ultra-low
noise toilets?
The most common “super-quiet” toilets are those supplied by well water, where the water pressure is
below approximately 30 PSI, the fill valve is a “Quiet Flush” version (or a fill valve that is clogged
with debris), and the toilet – instead of standing upright and isolated from the wall – is pressed up
against the wall, producing an acoustic damping effect. While increasing the water pressure and/or
isolating the toilet from the wall would certainly improve the probability for leak detection, those
remedies are often not possible. Unfortunately, there are simply some toilets that do not exhibit a
strong enough acoustic signature as to be detected by the LeakAlertor. One tip that might help: always
ensure the LeakAlertor is mounted as close to the tank lid as possible.

The toilet tank refills after a flush, the water level then drops due to an apparent
leak, the fill valve does not exhibit a phantom flush and the leak continues. Can
this kind of leak be detected by the LeakAlertor?
No. The fill valve is exhibiting an “equilibrium effect”, which is actually a failure mode. Equilibrium
is a state of operation in which the fill valve is open just enough so that the water inflow into the tank
is at the same volume rate as the leak itself. In many instances, however, as the leak continues to
increase with respect to the volume of water wasted over time, the fill valve will begin to produce
phantom flushes and refill the tank. Equilibrium is most likely to occur when the water volume of the
leak is minimal, for instance less than one (1) phantom flush per hour.

Will the LeakAlertor work on toilets with tank liners?
Yes. To ensure the most reliable operation, though, always locate the LeakAlertor within two (2)
inches of the toilet tank lid.

The toilet-under-test definitely has a leak, but the LeakAlertor did not detect it.
What are the possible reasons for this?
The key to leak detection is the consecutive reoccurrence of phantom flushes which produce sufficient
acoustic signatures such as to allow the LeakAlertor to track the same over time. With that in mind,
one reason might be that the fill valve is exhibiting the equilibrium failure mode (see the related FAQ
above), which is undetectable by the LeakAlertor. Another possible reason is explained in the FAQ
related to “super-quiet” toilets (above). The most common reason, however, is that the LeakAlertor
has not had sufficient time to detect the leak, due to the presence of various types of non-toilet
generated noise.

Can the LeakAlertor be programmed to not emit any audible beeps for hospitality
use where the desire is to not disturb the guests?
Yes. Please call nth Solutions and request the hospitality units when ordering.
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Can the LeakAlertor be placed inside the toilet tank?
The LeakAlertor is designed to adhere to the smooth porcelain finish on the outside surface of the
toilet tank. The inside surface of most toilet tanks is porous, the adherence to which is very difficult to
ensure. Adapters to which the LeakAlertor can be attached for inside-the-tank deployment are
available for test and evaluation, but nth Solutions is not recommending their use at this time. Please
contact nth Solutions regarding questions concerning this type of application.

Does the LeakAlertor retain the modeled or learned toilet data when the battery is
removed?
No. If the toilet on which the LeakAlertor is mounted is overhauled, resulting in the replacement of
the flush valve, fill valve, and a likely change in the water height inside the tank, the acoustic
characteristics of will change. If the LeakAlertor retained previous mathematical modeling data, it
might not work on the overhauled toilet. When a toilet is overhauled, the LeakAlertor’s battery can be
removed and then reinserted – with or without the battery tab – so the toilet can once again be
mathematically modeled.

What memory or data does the LeakAlertor retain when the battery is removed?
The LeakAlertor contains non-volatile memory for storing many different parameters, which could be
of interest to water utilities performing surveys, property management, hospitality, etc. The
datalogging LeakAlertors will track the total amount of intended and unintended (wasted) water usage
with an accuracy of plus or minus five percent (+/- 5%); total number of flushes; total number of leak
occurrences; total number wide-open flappers and the time duration and approximate volume of each
occurrence; etc. Please contact nth Solutions regarding questions and availability.

How many types of toilets, fill valves, flush valves, and water flush volumes was the
LeakAlertor tested on in order to develop the operating system?
Initial development on the LeakAlertor began in 2008. Over the years, dozens of different types of
toilets, fill valves, flush valves, and various water flush volumes have been tested in utility, property
management, hospitality, multi-tenant, and residential environments.

Can the User Alerts be changed or reprogrammed per customer specifications?
Yes. Please contact nth Solutions for more information.

Is it possible to interrogate units to determine how long and how badly a toilet has
been leaking?
Yes. A version of the datalogging LeakAlertor can be easily and quickly optically interrogated –
without removing the LeakAlertor from the toilet – by maintenance personnel. Please contact nth
Solutions for more information.

How does the LeakAlertor know when the battery is low?
The LeakAlertor’s operating system checks the battery capacity at least once per day. Once the battery
level falls to a preset point, the user is alerted to change the battery at the end of the flush cycle. Once
the LOW BATTERY alert begins, the user has approximately thirty (30) days to change the battery
before the LeakAlertor is unable to operate correctly.
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How are the various THRESHOLD’s determined?
Most of the operational specifics of the LeakAlertor are contained within the issued US patents.
However, some of the operational methodologies and calculations are considered proprietary. The
method by which various thresholds are calculated is considered proprietary, as are several other
features of the product.

What exactly is the TEACH mode?
The TEACH mode is designed to characterize and mathematically model the toilet operation when the
LeakAlertor, for whatever reason, fails to qualify a flush and properly set thresholds during the
installation process. The TEACH mode is actually integrated into the ACTIVE mode. It actively
stores and evaluates all acoustic data, performing certain mathematical calculations in order to
ultimately establish the flush duration and necessary thresholds. Once the flush cycle has been
qualified and the other parameters set, the LeakAlertor will default to the LOW_POWER mode until
the next T2 event transitions it back to the ACTIVE mode.
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GLOSSARY
Note: the terms “Detectable Leak”, “Qualified Leak”, Simulated Leak”, and “Intermittent Leak”
are defined in the Introduction on pages #2 and #3 of this document.
Active Mode: Refers to the highest power consumption mode of the LeakAlertor when the
microcontroller and analog circuitry are operating continuously, and at least one (1) T2 event per hour
is occurring.
Fill Valve Equilibrium: Equilibrium is a state of operation in which the fill valve is open just enough
so that the water inflow into the tank is at the same volume rate as the leak itself. In many instances, as
the leak continues to increase with respect to the volume of water wasted over time, the fill valve will
begin to produce phantom flushes and refill the tank. Equilibrium is most likely to occur when the
water volume of the leak is minimal, for instance less than one (1) phantom flush per hour.
Flush Cycle: Refers to the duration which begins with the flush handle opening the flush valve and
concludes with the fill valve terminating the water flow to the toilet tank and bowl.
Low Power Mode: Refers to the minimum power cycling of the microcontroller and analog circuitry,
and implies that no T2 event has been detected during the duration of the Low Power Interval Counter,
plus one (1) hour. The LeakAlertor transitions out of the Low Power Mode to the Active mode when a
T2 event occurs.
Low Power Threshold: Refers to the threshold which must be exceeded, when in the Low Power
Mode, for the LeakAlertor to transition to the Active mode and begin to track T2 events.
Preliminary Threshold: The preset arbitrary and/or adjusted threshold used during installation when
the flush is being qualified; also used temporarily if the flush has not been qualified.
Teach Mode: This mode is designed to characterize and mathematically model the toilet operation
when the LeakAlertor, for whatever reason, fails to qualify a flush and properly set thresholds during
the installation process.
Threshold: This variable is the setpoint for determining whether resolved acoustic data is either a T1
or a T2 event. Data less than the threshold value is a T1 event. Data above the threshold value is a T2
event.
T1 and T2 Average: See Appendix “B” for full details.
T1 and T2 Standard Deviation: See Appendix “B” for full details.
User-Initiated Flush: Any deliberate flush cycle initiated by the user, which is typically begun by
pressing or pushing down the flush handle or button.
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APPENDIX “A”
Overview of Power Consumption & Battery Life
Every LeakAlertor ships with a CR2032 Lithium battery that is rated for 240 milliamp hours (mAh),
and a shelf life exceeding ten (10) years. For the purpose of practical battery life calculations, the
manufacturer’s rating of 240 mAh and also a de-rated 200 mAh are used.
Typical manufacturer’s specifications for the
CR2032 are shown at left and below. Although the
discharge curve shown is for a much higher load, it
serves as an acceptable reference for calculating
battery life.

Actual LeakAlertor battery life must take into account all of the various profiles, as defined by their
modes of operation within this document. The charts below show the total expected battery life, as a
function of current drain over time (200 mAh and 240 mAh, respectively):

In general:
 Best Case: A LeakAlertor that has qualified the flush on a toilet that exhibits no leak or wideopen flapper will be in the Low Power mode 99% of the time and the Active mode 1% of the
time, with the User Alert (Normal) being insignificant. The expected battery life ranges from
27 to 33 months.
 Average Case: A LeakAlertor that has qualified the flush on a toilet that exhibits at least one
(1) leak that goes uncorrected for two (2) weeks and experiences at least two (2) incidences of a
wide-open flapper will be in the Low Power mode 93% of the time and the Active mode 5% of
the time, with the User Alerts (combined) comprising only 2%. The expected battery life
ranges from 24 to 28 months.
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 Worst Case: A LeakAlertor that took four (4) weeks to qualify the flush and then two (2)
months after installation detected a wide-open flapper that was not corrected for at least two
(2) weeks will basically squawk itself to death before the end of the third (3rd) month
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APPENDIX “B”
Explanation of the Significance of the Mathematical Calculations Which
Determine if a Sequence of T1 and T2 Events Qualify as a Leak
nth Solutions’ issued US Patents #8,310,369 and #8,362,907 present detailed flowcharts,
methodologies, and statistical analysis surrounding the T1 and T2 events, including the process used
by which leaks are qualified and then made apparent to the user. Only a simplified summary is
included here, and it is assumed the reader is thoroughly familiar with the detailed specifications and
descriptions contained within this document.
The T1 and T2 events are those time frames which represent consecutive data groups that occur below
and above a specific threshold, respectively. When an authentic toilet leak occurs due to flapper or
flush valve degradation, as an example, the time frames associated with the actual leak (represented by
the slow reduction in water height inside the tank) and the subsequent automatic refilling of the tank
(as facilitated by the fill valve), are rather consistent over time, generally exhibiting only a slight
variation from event to event. Therefore, the T1 and T2 averages of an authentic leak tend to be
statistically consistent over predictably short intervals of time (from several hours to several days).
In order to efficiently determine over a relatively short period of time if a given series of T1 and T2
events (stored as arrays in the microcontroller) qualify as a leak, the standard deviations of both series
of events are also evaluated.
If the standard deviations for the T1 or T2 series are larger than a given percentage of the average of
the same events’ series described above, the probability of the events being a leak is highly unlikely.
Conversely, if the standard deviation for the same series is at or below a given percentage of the event
averages, then there is a very high probability that a leak has been detected.
The primary impetus behind using this specific method is to reduce, if not eliminate, the possibility of
“false positives”, which in turn produce user alerts.
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